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AND WOMEN OF COLOUR (SNIWWOC)



"Reproductive rights is not a 

singular issue."

Social isolation ,   perceived or

not ,  is associated with negative

health outcomes .  SNIWWOC uses

food ,  art ,  and education to

connect women .

 

We host regular events in

Victoria ,  BC .  These include a

monthly dinner series called

Food With A Side of Community ,

regular workshops ,   music

celebrations ,  and much more .  

 

We provide information and

education about navigating

Canada 's healthcare system .  

 

We creatively utilize various art

mediums towards the goal of

reproductive justice for all .  

The Support Network for

Indigenous Women and Women

of Colour (SNIWWOC) 

is a non-profit organization based

in Victoria ,  BC ,  Canada .  We

advocate for reproductive justice

by creating networks of support

for women using  food ,  art ,  and

education .  

 

Reproductive justice recognizes

that struggles for sexual and

reproductive rights is not a

singular issue .  It has to be linked

to wider struggles against

oppression (racism ,  sexism ,

colonization ,  immigration rights ,

income ,  education ,  etc) . These

intersecting oppressions can limit

a person 's ability to have control

over their body .

ABOUT



"Food and community are 

inseperable"

 Attendees can choose to help

with meal prep ,  or just show up

for dinner .    

 

During each gathering ,  the chef

introduces the meal and its

cultural significance .  Attendees

leave with a deeper sense of

community ,  and increased

intercultural understanding .    

 

Since SNIWWOC started the

monthly dinner in 2015 ,  we 've

had meals from over 20

countries .  We also use the

dinner to commemorate

important events such as

Ramaan ,  Eid ,  Christmas ,  and

Indigenous food traditions .     

Coming together to prepare a

meal and eat together allows

people to build community by

learning about each other ,  our

histories ,  and our stories .  

 

Food and community are

inseparable .  Social isolation ,

 perceived or not ,  is associated

with negative health outcomes .

This isolation is particularly

hard on visible minorities and

indigenous people .  Sharing a

regular meal has been shown

to reduce the risk of social

isolation .    

 

Each meal explores a certain

culture or country ,  and is

facilitated by a member of the

community .  

 

FOOD WITH A SIDE OF COMMUNITY



"Discrimination & stigma can 

create barriers in accessing 

information"  

justice .    

 

We hosted a community town

hall on the topic of birth

control access .  

 

We also facilitated a series of

photo voice workshops that

used photography as a means

of creating narratives around

reproductive health and justice .

Participants explored themes

such as choice ,  bodily self-

determination ,  and control over

our body .  The photos created

during the workshops were

exhibited at Open Space Art

Gallery .

Multiple and intersecting forms

of discrimination and stigma

can create barriers in accessing

information about essential

health services in Victoria BC ,

leading to poor health

outcomes .  These barriers

include immigration status ,

language ,  lack of education ,

income ,  drug use ,  lack of

privacy ,  and socio-cultural

barriers .    

 

SNIWWOC recognizes the power

of art and imagery .  We utilize

various art mediums to provide 

Victoria residents with more

information about reproductive

EXPLORING REPRODUCTIVE 

JUSTICE THROUGH ART & 

EDUCATION



"There is no one-size-fits-all 

model of grief support"

On October 31 2016 ,  Yan

Rakhmilov tragically passed away .

Yan was a dear friend and

supporter of SNIWWOC from the

very beginning .  He volunteered at

every event ,  staying till the end

and helping to clean up and wash

dishes .  He was kind ,  cheerful ,  and

generous .   

 

We organized a memorial for him

at the community centre where

he spent a lot of his time

(attending SNIWWOC events) and

ensured that his friends and loved

ones had adequate support in the

days and months that followed .     

On July 5 and 6 2016 ,  the world

watched the horrific footage as

Anton Sterling & Philando Castile

were gunned down by police

officers in Baton Rouge ,  Louisiana

and Saint Paul ,  Minnesota

respectively .  

 

SNIWWOC organized an outdoor

community gathering  where

members of the community

shared space and expressed their

feelings of loss and grief .  We

recognize that there is no one-

size-fits-all model of grief

support ,  and let attendees dictate

the nature of the gathering .  

Attendees also participated in a

sage and incense cleansing

ceremony .  

SUPPORT THROUGH GRIEF AND 

LOSS



WHO  WE  ARE

TEAM
Selina Beltran ,  Boma Brown ,

Michelle Brown ,  Jeff Tanaka ,

Illy Diaz

We are a small and incredible team of

experienced artists ,  community organizers ,

non-profit professionals ,  and academics !    

 

Each of us is a passionate advocate of

reproductive justice ,  and we enjoy using our

skills and talents to fight for reproductive

rights and freedom for all !



THANK  YOU!

FUNDERS
Heritage Canada ,  University of Victoria

Women 's Centre ,  Vancouver Island Public

Interest Research Group ,  Victoria

Coalition for Survivors of Torture .  

VOLUNTEERS

Rebeca Espiro Santo ,  Rabail Kazi ,  Eddie

Mack ,  Sharmarke Dubow ,  Ann-Bernice

Thomas ,  Ahmed Knowmadic ,  Jeff

Tanaka ,  Norma Duy ,  Lucy Hagos ,  Katie

Zalazar ,  Daphne Shaed ,  Smyrna Chuttoo ,

Leah Grantham ,  Yan Rakhmilov ,  Atong

Deng ,  Atem Deng ,  Janet Rogers ,  Trison

Nguyen ,  Tribesty Nguyen ,  Wen Yu ,  Rene

Weatherhead ,  Gregory Weatherhead .

AND

Bayanihan Community Centre !  

 

We respectfully acknowledge the cultures ,

traditions ,  and unceded land of the

Lewkwungen and WSANEC peoples .  



FINANCIAL  STATEMENTS

Since our incorporation in 2014 ,  SNIWWOC has

relied on funding from Government of Canada

grants and the support from local community

members and organizations to ensure that our

programming and events are a success ! !    

13%
Before engaging in client transactions ,  we conduct

a Reputational Risk Review Process to identify

potential environmental and social risks and apply

internal policies and guidelines .We have also

continued to expand our range of investment

products and services that incorporate economic 

20%
In December 2015 ,  we completed a capital raise to

ensure that Credit Suisse has the strong capital

base needed to successfully implement its new

strategy and invest to remain competitive .  

Since the beginning of 2016 ,  markets have been

quite volatile and the future evolution of the world 


